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View from the Aerie: Pagan Pride
by Raven Starsong

did a spiral dance to raise energy and
were able to move it outside as the storm
had just slipped past us.

I’ve had some pretty amazing experiences with the wonderful Maine
Pagan community recently. In midThe ritual included a 6’ tall corn man
August, I attended Southern Maine Pa- that my boyfriend and I had constructed.
gan Pride Day in Portland. It was a
The corn man is found in a number of
wonderful day of workshops, shopping,
and connecting with old and new
friends. There was a great mix of vendors, both local and from other parts of
New England. I was too busy socializing to attend any of the workshops, but
What do
there were plenty I wanted to attend.
You want
The event also had musical performTo Harvest?
ances from Freakwitch, Different
Drummers, and a wonderful mix of
dancers including Selcouth, Sanguine,
and Jaiyana.
The highlight for me, however, was
the Harvest Ritual. My friend Keri and I
led the ritual for the second year in a
row. A thunder storm rolled in just before ritual time so we had to move inside on short notice. The volunteers
jumped into action and got everything
in place. We filled the sanctuary of the
Unitarian Universalist church and
spilled over into the hallway. We
opened with a chant (when Keri and I
are working together, you’d better believe there will be singing!). By the end
of the first verse of the chant, I had
goose bumps. They continued through
the entire ritual. The energy moving in
that room was astounding. I’ve never
experienced so much snap, crackle, and
pop in an open public ritual before. We
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Aesir to Zeus
Hedgewitch; Spells, Crafts &
Rituals for Natural Magick, by
Silver Ravenwolf.
Ravenwolf, the well-known author
of numerous Wicca titles, has a
new one out, this time on hedge
witchery. She ranges through garden magick in a series of fourteen
lessons, providing ideas for projects, crafts, recipes,
starting an herb garden, and so on. Determining how
your garden matches your life, for example, Ravenwolf suggests that Japanese beetles indicate that you
"have allowed negative thoughts to chew away at
your personal harmony." Retail $18.95.
Magic When You Need It; 150
Spells You Can't Live Without,
by Judika Illes.
This is just what it promises to be, a
collection of spells, briefly explained, and organized loosely into
four categories. There will be some
discussion around the cauldron about
this one, we think. Illes explains that one shouldn't
harm any living being while doing magic, then provides numerous spells with coercive intent. Examples
include making someone love you, making him be
true to you, making him pop the question, and making the neighbors move. Retail $14.95 or a harmless
theft spell.
Rulers of the Horoscope; Finding Your Way
Through the Labyrinth, by Alan Oken.

Oken, the author of Soul-Centered Astrology, among others, now has this
title, which claims to be the definitive
sourcebook on rulers of houses in the
Western horoscope. We haven't the
expertise to review this, but thought
you'd like to know. It can be found in
the house of books, retail $19.95.
The Secret Language of Tarot, by
Ruth Ann and Wald Amberstone.
Most users of the tarot will find
food for thought in this, a study of
many of the symbols in the RiderWaite family of decks. For starters,
crowns, pillars, the rose, the lily,
paths, mountains, and crosses. To
finish, rivers, towers, angels, and temples. Much
more in between! Retail $24.95.
Shadow Magick Compendium, by Raven Digitalis.
We admit to a leaning toward brighter aspects here at
Aesir-to-Zeus Central Office, but a good friend recently named Raven Digitalis as one of her favorite
authors, based on this very book. Goth culture and
Wicca overlap in many places, so
it should be no surprise that Goth
Wicca is a growing movement.
Don't embrace the dark without a
torch in hand, though; take Raven
Digitalis along for light! Retail
$17.95. e

About the EarthTides Pagan Network
The Maine Pagan community is diverse, independent and geographically distant. We worship in
groups or alone, but sometimes need contact and a
shared forum to express our ideas and concerns for
this community.
The EarthTides Pagan Network was established in
1989 as a support resource for Maine Pagans. All
solitaries and groups are welcome to join.
A subscription to this newsletter is available for a

suggested donation of $11.00 per year. Single copies may be obtained by sending a $1.50 donation and
a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: EPN, P.O.
Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.
E-mail: epn@maine.rr.com
e

Submission deadline for the Samhain,
08 issue is October 7, 2008.
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Celebrate “25 years of Pole Dancing”!
You saw them at Beltane, but maybe you didn’t have
enough money with you… Not to worry! We still have some
of our incredible “Beltane on the Beach” organic cotton canvas
tote bags celebrating 25 years of “Pole Dancing”. They are
great for carrying purchases at the fair. Better still, NOW they
are ON SALE!
The bag is larger than a paper grocery bag, measuring
18"wide x 17.5"high x 7"deep with 13" handles. These are
available for sale at Common Ground Country Fair for only
$10.00.
We also have a few of our beautiful EPN T-Shirts available
for sale. These are also ON SALE now for only $10.00
(existing sizes
and colors only).
Don’t want
to wait until
Common
Ground? Not to
worry! We can ship a bag or shirt to you for only $6.00. If
you want more than one item, just add $3.00 more shipping
for each ordered more than one. (i.e. 1 costs $10.0 plus $6.00
shipping. Two would be $20.00 plus only $9.00 shipping.
Three would be $30.00 plus $12.00 shipping. Get the picture?)
Send your orders now to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343. e

About the EarthTides Pagan Network News
This newsletter comes out eight times a year, around
the Sabbats. Literary, poetic and artistic contributions are welcome, as are opinion pieces. Please
keep submissions to no more than two pages, doublespaced. Please submit on disk or e-mail to computertutor@mfx.net

All signed articles and artwork are the property of
their creators, and ads are the property of our advertisers; these may not be used elsewhere without permission.

All other content is copyright © 2008 EarthTides Pagan Network, all rights reserved. The EarthTides PaSubscribers' names, addresses and other personal in- gan Network News and the EarthTides name and
formation are kept confidential except to other net- "Moon-over-Maine" logo are copyright © 2008
work members. EPN will aid in establishing contact EarthTides Pagan Network, and may not be used
between individuals, but accepts no legal responsibil- without written permission of the EPN Council. e
ity for the results.
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The Descent of Inanna: News from Cherry Hill
Seminary
The Second Gate
The Second Gate is Fear
When you go down far enough
It arises
Wearing a helmet, armor
Wearing an enemy face
Carrying weapons
It blocks the gate
Fear says
Go back
And you hear what it
threatens you with
If you go on
Fear says
Turn around
And you hear what it
offers you
If you obey
Fear says
Something you alone
can hear
And you know what it is.
Choose
To go on
You must take off your clothes
Lay down the cloak that keeps out the
Cold
And the shield that turns the spear
And the armor that turns the arrow's
Point
Take off your breastplate and helmet
Fear doesn't go away
But you walk toward fear
Naked
And the gate opens
Past the Second Gate you dance
Fearless in the open
Your skin one living organ
That embraces air
by Starhawk
Image by: Edvard Munch "The Scream"

Cherry Hill Seminary in Columbia, South Carolina recently announced the appointment of new
Board Members and a new Academic Dean: Cynthia
Jane Collins, who lives in southern Maine. Way to
go Cynthia!
Cynthia holds a Masters of Divinity, Cum Laude,
from Christian Theological Seminary and a Masters
degree in Counseling, Phi Kappa Phi, from Evansville University. She is a Clinical Member of the
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy. She serves on the Boards of Interfaith Maine,
Maine Pagan Clergy Association, Habitat for Humanity's Interfaith Build, and EarthTides Pagan Network.
Cynthia is the author of Building a Magical Relationship with Jane Raeburn, and The Recovery Spiral: 12 Steps for Pagans, each of which are published
by Citadel/Kensington Press. She is also a founding
elder of Silver Cauldron coven. She also teaches several classes through the Cherry Hill Seminary.
Cherry Hill Seminary reports record enrollment
for the Fall semester. Cherry Hill Seminary is a 501
(c)3 nonprofit organized in the states of Vermont and
South Carolina. They may be reached at P.O. Box
5405, Columbia, SC 29250-5405, 888.503.4131, by
email at: CHS@cherryhillseminary.org or on the
web at: http://www.cherryhillseminary.org/ e

Maine Pagan Pride Days
Maine has two Pagan Pride Day celebrations this
year that we know of. The first was the Southern
Maine Pagan Pride Day, on Saturday, August 16th
in Portland. There is still one more you can attend
this year!
The second celebration will be the Central Maine
Pagan Pride Day, on Saturday, October 4th in the
Lewiston area. Details at www.downeastPagan.com/
These events are a great opportunity to meet, recreate and share with other Pagans in the area. See
You There! e
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The Temple of the Feminine Divine
Walk down Central Street in the heart of Bangor,
and you’ll find a Jewish deli, a Franciscan bakery, and
a Pagan temple upstairs at #31. Yes, that’s right: in
the midst of this delightfully interfaith location, The
Temple of the Feminine Divine is flourishing, a manifestation of the vision of its founder, Kay Gardner.
“It is imperative that our children and our children’s children see and feel the divine feminine energy equally with the divine masculine
energy. Goddess and Nature spirituality must come out of the groves and
secret circles to dance in the open. Its
beauty, gentleness, and power will influence generations.” With this inspiration, Kay set out to establish a visible
presence for Goddess to redress the
imbalance created by Her absence
from most other contemporary religions. It was Kay’s belief, shared by
many, that only when feminine divine
is revered equally with masculine divine can there be balance and equity in
human relations, in nature, and in our
world. Today, the Temple offers public ritual in eclectic styles on the eight
holy days of the Wheel of the Year,
and welcomes people of ALL genders
and faiths (and ages, when appropriate) to participate
in those celebrations of nature’s Goddesses and Gods.
It all started in Clonegal Castle in Enniscorthy,
Ireland, in 1998. Kay and Ruth Barrett were leading a
Magic, Music, and Mystery Tour in the U.K., which
included a stop at the home of Lady Olivia Robertson,
co-founder of the Fellowship of Isis. Lady Olivia ordained Kay and set the seal on the foundation of the
Iseum Musicum, the musical hearth of the Goddess,
which offers the three-year ordination program that
has produced over 20 Pagan clergy since its first ordination ritual and celebration was held in November of
2001. In that same year, the Temple was officially
established and recognized as a church by the State of
Maine.
Sadly, Kay died in August of 2002, an enormous
loss to all who knew her, her music, and her interfaith

work. The Priest/esses, both ordained and in training, knew that Kay wanted her vision to survive and
thrive, and so they have carried on, celebrating the
public rituals, presiding over marriages, naming
ceremonies, and funerals, and teaching in the Iseum,
which has continued to provide clergy training in a
non-hierarchical, consensus based environment of
intense study and companionship. A Council of Elders provides policy and guidance as needed, and new
classes continue to form on a regular
basis. The Temple holds monthly business meetings, open to all members,
and sponsors a booth at the Common
Ground Fair in the Social and Political
Action tent.
If you’d like to join us for a ritual, they
are generally held on the date of each
festival at 7 pm in the Unitarian Universalist Church of Bangor; you can check
the Bangor paper or call the Temple at
207-941-0261 and leave a message, and
someone will get back to you. You can
also inquire about Temple hours; we
have a ritual/meditation space, an extensive library, and a meeting space.
The Temple offers workshops on a variety of topics; recent offerings have included feng shui, Tarot, making incense, and
Witches, Pagans, and Goddesses. Again, contact the
Temple office for more information, or consider
membership, which includes a newsletter and calendar of events. We look forward to seeing you – gentle blessings!
Joyce B. Elaine, Marilyn R. Pukkila
Upcoming public rituals:
Mabon/Autumn Equinox Monday September 22,
2008 at 7 pm
Samhain Friday October 31, 2008 at 7 pm
Yule/Winter Solstice Sunday December 21 at 7 pm
All will be held at the Bangor Unitarian Universalist
Church. e
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View from the Aerie: Pagan Pride (Cont’d)
(Continued from page 1)

vest the following year. Corn dolls are also associated with the Crone aspect of the Goddess signifying
the waning of this harvest season and her transition
into the Maiden aspect. Everyone at the event was
given the opportunity to write their intentions, what
they want to harvest this season, on extra corn husks
to be added to the corn man after the ritual.
It was a great honor for me to carry those intentions and tie each husk to our corn man after the ritual. Since we could not have a fire at the church, the
corn man was sacrificed in
a bonfire a few days later
with my family and a
number of the event planners and volunteers in witness. I can say with complete surety that there will
be bountiful harvests all
around.
At the end of August, I
was involved in a very
different sort of ritual. I
have faced some serious
health issues for a number
of years. Last year, my
Spirit Guides and my
Goddess told me that I
would be healed. The
process began at Imbolc
and was to culminate with a major healing ritual in
the summer. I was told the ritual required the energies of 13 priestesses. In reality, many more individuals were needed to support those women.
The process of identifying the priestesses was
sort of a winding discovery. There were some who
were easy to identify from women I have worked
closely with over the last 2-3 years and women I
have shared energy with infrequently in more informal circles. Others were called to participate from
afar…literally. Two of the priestesses separately
called a mutual friend who is a Shaman to ask her to
help interpret visions they could not relate to anything or anyone known to them. It was clear to my

friend that these visions were of my upcoming ritual
so these wonderful women, one from Illinois and one
from California, joined the circle.
In the end, more than 30 people were involved in
making this ritual happen, each contributing his or
her own special gifts to the process. A community
near and far, focused on one purpose. The results
have already been beyond imagining and the transformation continues. More and more, I see the vibrancy
of our community and the beauty and power we have
to share.
Twice in one month, I was
reminded of the incredible
power of friends and strangers sharing voices and energy toward a common goal.
As we move toward the end
of our harvest season, it
makes me wonder. If small
groups from our community
can help each other harvest
positive intentions and heal
one person, imagine what
we could do if we brought
the entire Maine Pagan community together. Imagine
what we could do if we
brought all Pagans together.
Together, we have the ability to bring about major
changes in the lives of others and the world around
us. Are we ready? e
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Join us for Common Ground Fair!
Since 1991, the EarthTides Pagan Network has had
a booth at Common Ground Country Fair. Now held in
Unity, Maine (about 30 miles east of Waterville) the
Common Ground Country Fair focuses on living simply in harmony with the earth. Downeast Magazine
calls Common Ground "Maine's most authentic country fair, uniting, as it does, old-time folkways with progressive ideas about living the good life on a fragile
planet."
Each year since 1991, our booth has been located
in the Social/Political Action area of the fairgrounds.
Some years, more people have asked for directions to
our booth than any other booth at the fairgrounds!
At the Common Ground Country Fair, we have a
great opportunity to help Maine Pagans network with
others, and to share the truth about Wicca and other

This year the EarthTides Pagan Network has a
larger booth and members who have volunteered to
lead discussions, do Tarot readings and more at the
booth. This is a great place to connect with folks
you don’t know, to help educate the public about
Paganism and reduce the levels of distrust and ignorance about our faiths.
What we haven’t told you, however, is that the
time at the fair is loads of fun! If we know you will
be coming early enough, we may be able to get
tickets for you to get into the fair as well! Let us
know soon! e
forms of Paganism with the public. Apple Valley
Books has graciously provided hundreds of books, buttons, bumper stickers, calendars, mugs and music
which are sold at the booth. The income from these
sales help to cover EPN’s costs for the booth, and many
other expenses throughout the year.
None of this happens by itself, however. EPN still
needs volunteers to help staff the booth and to participate in public talks at the fair.
The fair runs from Friday, Sept. 19 through Sunday,
Sept. 21. If you would be interested and available to
give us a hand, please call at (207) 694-0423. Thanks!
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Faerie Tidings: The Bells of Mabon
As we push the boat ashore, with help from the
foaming waves, we complete our trip to the
mainland. We’re surprised by the change of color
sported by some of the trees and the chill crispness of
the air. Red and oranges now mingle with the greens
we’d expected – it always feels like summer out at
the island.
After stowing our craft, we heft the oars, laden
with our summer work – many new baskets hang
over our shoulders. Our packs are full of shells,
rocks, sea glass and dried flowers. New crafting ideas
fill our heads as we walk homeward.
Not surprisingly,
our two great friends
the black cats greet us
enthusiastically not
far down the path.
They twine around
our feet and brush us
with eager whiskers.
Perhaps they can
smell the leafwrapped dried fish
we brought especially
for them. They follow closely, not wandering too far as we
finally arrive back at
the cottage.
With much elation, we drop our bundles, feed
the cats, and then bound into the garden. The colors
are beautiful – greens and yellows and oranges and
reds, and some deep purples as well. The weather
has been kind to our growing friends and they have
been well tended. Our imminent harvest will be
bountiful indeed. Of course, we taste a few samples:
still-warm tomatoes, carrots bursting with sunshine
and earthy leaves of kale. We make several trips,
first with empty baskets and then with overflowing
ones.
Next is a stop at the barn to greet our old friend
the donkey, bearing gifts of fresh vegetables. After
a few veggie treats, she doesn’t seem to mind help-

ing us with our task, so we soon hitch her up to the
creaky wagon and load in the full baskets. We lead
Maude gently down the worn dirt path, giggling as we
plan our route to each neighbor’s doorstep. Hidden in
the back of the wagon, muffled by the blue blanket,
are our big brass bells.
As dusk arrives, we gradually distribute our baskets of food, making sure no one spies us as we leave
them on porches or by garden gates. Then, as we make
our way back up the hill, the bells of Mabon merrily
ring, sounding throughout the Dale. We can’t help but
smile as we picture the reactions of all our friends and
neighbors to our gifts.
Back in the cottage, we
build up a fire against
the evening chill and
set a pot of vegetable
stew to simmering. As
our meal cooks, we unpack our bags and lay
out our oceanic cornucopia onto the big
wooden table. We then
go up into the eaves,
searching for old forgotten mirrors to use in
our project. A trip to
the storage room produces glue and plaster
as well. We mix and stir, stir and mix. After forming
the plaster around the mirrors, we slowly set shells,
stones and sea glass in pleasing patterns, as we sip our
soup. Many Mabon mirrors are soon drying near the
hearth.
Evening lengthens towards night, and the moon
rises above the trees. The black cats lie dozing on their
rug. Our yawns reveal our desire to sleep once more in
our own comfy bed. The familiar ritual of settling in
for the night is resumed with ease. We tiptoe up the
stairs, so as not to wake the cats, and head off to the
merry lands of dream.
by Starcat and BlackLion

e
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Starcat's Corner: Choosing Love
When you’re facing decisions that are difficult to
make, experiencing events that you don’t like, or just
feeling like your life isn’t what you want it to be, it’s
easy to choose fear. Yet if you focus on lack, or what
you don’t want, that’s exactly what you are drawing
to you. Sympathetic magick is the most basic and
important of spells, and you may not even be aware
you’re doing it. Like resonates with like. Spending
your time complaining only reinforces those things
you aren’t enjoying.

joy. Simply be as kind as you can while remaining
true to your own path.

The main challenge I have found with this practice is that you are only responsible for your own
choices and attitudes. The people around you, even
those you are closest to, are walking their own paths.
As you change your attitudes and actions, they may
not recognize it or they may be resistant to your new
ways of being. They might even feel jealousy and
resentment, or blame you for their own dissatisfaction and pain. It may be hard for them to see your

to you and how the external circumstances of your life
change to suit your desires. And, rather than the energy of fear or anger or dissatisfaction, you’ll be attracting more fun and kindness and love into your life
while still learning new things each day. Why else be
here?

Change of any type can be challenging and you
may encounter your own resistance to it, falling back
into old habits at odd moments or when you’re under
stress. You can create reminders for yourself, which
let you know that it’s OK to be afraid and yet still
choose love. Whether they are Post-it notes on your
mirror, your favorite incense wafting over your altar,
or special tattoos inscribed on your body, these reWhat if, instead, in each moment, you made a
minders will be unique to you. Trust yourself and be
practice of choosing love, joy, and harmony? I’m
kind as you negotiate this new way on your journey.
not talking about putting your head in the sand and
When you embark on the practice of choosing
pretending everything is just fine when you feel it’s love, you’ll know the way. Follow your feelings and
not. Rather, it’s the deintuitions, going with what
liberate choice to focus
feels really right to you,
on the most positive acdeep down, in each motion you can take, the
ment. Eating a hot fudge
most uplifting thought
sundae with pure childlike
you can muster, or the
joy is better for you than
most joyful or pleasant
consuming a green salad
feeling you can entertain
with resentment and boreright now.
dom. Do your best to harm
none, including yourself,
The continued pracand then do as you will;
tice of choosing love
your will backed up by the
brings you to a place of
love that your spirit is made
being in the moment and
of.
Follow
your
heart,
and
while
I’m not promising
open to what it might bring. You may not be perfect
at it right away, and everyone has a hard moment or that your life will be instantly easier, it can soon bea bad day once in a while. Yet if you do your best to come more full, true and open to creativity and potenfind loving choices and thoughts and feelings, it will tial.
become a habit. You’ll be more forgiving, of yourDon’t let cynicism or coolness hold you back.
self as well as others in your life. You’ll feel your
Love isn’t corny or weak. It’s the most power-full
own power-from-within more strongly as you create force in the Universe. Try it for a short time, and see
change all around you.
what unfolds. You might be surprised what you draw

Starcat

e
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Calendar of Events
NOTE: If you'd like your event included in our calendar of events, please send
us an e-mail, with Calendar Listings as the subject, to grove@ctel.net before
the deadline for the issue in which you'd like it listed. Each issue of the newsletter lists the next deadline on the front page.
If you would like an extra copy of this calendar to post on a public bulletin
board, please feel free to photocopy it freely. If you know a business in your
area which would like to post one, please send the information to the above email address and we'll add it to the mailing list.
As a service to the Pagan community, we seek to list as many events as possible that would be of interest to Maine Pagans. You need not be a member of

EPN, or even a subscriber to this newsletter, to list an event here. All we ask is
that events be non-profit -- that is, that any fees for participating not exceed the
reasonable cost of putting on the event -- and submitted to us by e-mail or post
by the publication deadline. (Those planning for-profit events are welcome to
avail themselves of our very affordable advertising opportunities.)
We make no claim as to the value or safety of any of these events, and caution
our readers to rely on their own best judgment when assessing any situation,
particularly those involving strangers. That said, we also encourage you to
participate in as wide a spectrum of the Pagan community as you can, both for
your own enjoyment and because our community needs your positive energy
and good fellowship.

September
14 A new group! 13 Moons Coven, in the Kennebunk area, will be holding
a series of open rituals, arrive after 5:00, circle at 6:00, potluck after.
Alcohol and tobacco free (not “for free”), some rules to note as with
most groups. Details and directions either by e-mail at 13moonscoven@gmail.com or at http://www.myspace.com/13moonscoven.
15 Full Moon
19-21 Common Ground Country Fair - EarthTides booth in the Social
Political Action Area—email griffith@mfx.net to volunteer
20 Mabon at Forest Sanctuary in Jay. Details, questions, minor guidelines,
e-mail forestsanctuary@yahoo.com .
21 Fall Equinox!
Mabon at Silver Cauldron Coven in Saco. RSVP and Details at Directions@silvercauldroncoven.com.
24 Mercury turns retrograde. Sigh.
29 New Moon
October
3 Ancient Roman feast of Dionysos
4 Central Maine Pagan Pride Day, details at
www.downeastPagan.com/
11 Ancient Roman festival of Vinalia
12 Anubis ritual at 13 Moons Coven, Kennebunk area. arrive after 5:00,
circle at 6:00, potluck after. Details and directions either by e-mail at
13moonscoven@gmail.com or http://www.myspace.com/13moonscoven
14 Full Moon
15 Mercury turns direct. Phew! Now you can write that e-mail.
17-25 Orionid meteor showers, peaking the 21st, best seen in the wee
hours.
28 New Moon
31 Samhain
31 Samhain at Forest Sanctuary in Jay. Details, questions, minor guidelines, e-mail forestsanctuary@yahoo.com
November
2 Neptune turns direct. It’s been retrograde since May, didn’t you notice?
Also, the first week of November features the Taurids meteor shower. Not
a high count, but a chance of fireballs.
4 Ancient Roman festival of Minerva
9 Maine Pagan Clergy Association. Board meeting will begin at 3p. General meeting will begin at 4p. This meeting will be held in Saco. For directions, please contact Directions@silvercauldroncoven.com.
13 Full Moon
16 Osiris ritual at 13 Moons Coven, Kennebunk area. arrive after 5:00,
circle at 6:00, potluck after. Details and directions either by e-mail at
13moonscoven@gmail.com or at http://
www.myspace.com/13moonscoven.
27 New Moon, and Uranus is direct. Hm. ‘Nuff said, I suppose.

December
21 Yule
Winter Solstice Celebration at the UU Church in Houlton. For details
email: computertutor@mfx.net
Monthly Events
USM Pagan Students Association: we meet weekly on Wednesdays
6:00 in Boiler room, on Portland Campus, Woodbury campus center.
Community members are welcome as well. FMI email
usmpsa@yahoo.com.
Coffee Talk: These are open to all, every other week at Thirteen Moons
in downtown Millinocket. The next one will be held on Sunday 10/29.
Thirteen Moons is located at the corner of Penobscot and Central
Streets in the downtown area. E-mail lilywillowspirit@yahoo.com for
further information. These meetings are for a positive sharing of ideas,
getting to know each other, etc....no negativity please.
Beans, Leaves & Deities: Pagan Coffee Chats 2nd Saturdays through
April 2007, New Portland Church, Portland, ME. Coffee, tea and meet
other Southern Maine Pagans. All Pagan paths are welcome. Our goal
is to provide a safe, fun and welcoming space for local Pagans to
meet, network, share ideas and enjoy a cuppa. One hour topical discussion followed by social time. FMI: call 671-4292, jgrandbois@gwi.net. www.beansleavesdeities.blogspot.com.
Open Circles in Lubec. Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM. Circle meetings are open to all like-minded individuals. Different subject
each month. For details & directions, call 733-4999.
Druidry/Pagan Practice and Training, Bar Mills. For further information, contact Kevin at shazthod@sacoriver.net. These are two-hour
sessions, held one Sunday afternoon per month, and open to beginners and more advanced practitioners; participants of all Pagan paths
are welcome.
Acorn Circle: 5:30 7:00 PM the fourth Wednesday of each month @
Sams Restaurant in Lisbon Falls. Acorn circle is an eclectic American
Wiccan group with degree training worships at Sabbats and Esbats.
All training is free and done entirely on a voluntary basis. To join the
group and/or to get more infor, e-mail vernalnox1@yahoo.com. Adults
only.
Monthly Full Moon rituals in Phippsburg. Whispering Grove Labyrinth
of Spiritual Community is an open community not affiliated with any
particular tradition or religion. Contact: 207-389-2423 or labyrinth@whisperinggrove.com.
Pagan Home-schoolers: Each Wednesday before the full moon, a group
meets in Standish from 9:00 tp Noon - Call 207-642-5045
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Networking
The people and groups listed here are mentioned because they have done two things: They have volunteered
to serve as points of contact for those seeking Pagan community, and they have agreed to follow a set of basic rules of ethical conduct. Any person or group may be listed here by subscribing to this newsletter and
agreeing to those expectations; please contact EPN to arrange such a listing.
EPN has no interest in serving as the "Pagan police," and explicitly supports the autonomy of each person
and group in matters of faith, belief and worship. The Maine Pagan community encompasses a wide variety
of people and practices, and seekers are cautioned that any person or activity that makes you uncomfortable
is probably wrong for you.
AUGUSTA AREA

Maine Pagan Forum.

Bill and Johanna Chellis. Pantheists working with
the circle, wheel and labyrinth. 685-3860
OXFORD HILLS AREA

http://www.mainePagan.com
Maine Pagan Resource Page,
http://www. janeraeburn.com/maine

Khyrohn Ni Mara. Eclectic Wiccan focusing on
healing through herbs and drumming. RR1 Box
2606, N. Waterford, ME 04267. 583-4215.

Maine Pagan Clergy Association website,

PORTLAND/YORK COUNTY

Maine Pagan Mailing List, to join send blank email to mePagan-subscribe@egroups.com

Circle of the Silver Cauldron, Atlantic. Eclectic
Wiccan coven emphasizing creativity and selfdevelopment. Great Day celebrations open to the
community. Contact Thea or Harry, 282-1491 or
oldewitch@maine.rr.com

http://www.mainePaganclergy.org

EPN Mailing List (open to newsletter subscribers
only), to join send blank e-mail to:
earthtides-subscribe@egroups.com

SPECIAL INTERESTS

Maine Pagan Ning Social Networking Site-see it
and join at: http://mainePagans.ning.com/

Pagan Motorcyclist's. Maine chapter of “Ancient
Riders”, For info: www.ancientriders.org

Maine Pagan Politics List, to join send blank e-mail
to: meppolitics-subscribe@egroups.com
On-line Locations of Pagans

ONLINE RESOURCES
EPN website

http://www.earthtides.org

List of voluntarily supplied Pagan folks in
Maine. Check it out, add yourself, meet some
fellow Pagans in your area!
http://www.frappr.com/mep e

BE A PART OF EPN
Stay connected with the community! Annual subscription is $11.00 for 8 issues of this newsletter.

NAME: ______________________________________

ZIP CODE: ___________________________________

ADDRESS:____________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS:____________________________
This is a (check one):

CITY:________________________________________
___ New membership
STATE: ______________________________________

___ Renewal

Mail to: EPN, P.O. Box 161, E. Winthrop, ME 04343.

See you at Common Ground Fair! See Page 7.
EPN
P.O. Box 161
E. Winthrop, ME 04343
www.earthtides.org

Join us at Common Ground Country
Fair in Unity, Maine
Sept. 19, 20 and 21, 2008
See details on page 7

